OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Continuation of ad-hoc appointment in the grade of Assistant of CSS —

The undersigned is directed to refer to this Department’s OM of even number dated 31st December, 2010 on the subject mentioned above, vide which Cadres were permitted to continue ad-hoc appointment in the grade of Assistant upto 30.06.2011. Further continuance of these appointments has been reviewed in this Department and it has been decided to extend the appointment of remaining UDCs of Select List 1993 upto 2003 in case of General and SC candidates and upto Select List 2005 in respect of ST candidates, as ad-hoc Assistant for a further period upto 31st December 2011 or till regular Assistants become available, whichever is earlier.

2. Extension of the ad-hoc appointment would be continued only if the ad-hoc Assistants attend and qualify the mandatory ‘A’ Level training as and when nominated by CS.I (Training) Section of this Department, failing which their ad-hoc appointment would be terminated.

3. Other terms and conditions mentioned in the relevant OMs will remain unchanged.

(J.Minz)

Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Tel. No. 2462 3157

To
All Cadre Authorities of CSS
[By name of Under Secretary (Admn)]